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Subject: Re: rambling howls and complaints
Posted by: Wolf
Posted on: 2006/10/26 18:31:23

ok...first off, I owe everyone here a big 'Mea Maxima Culpa' for shooting off my big, fat, oriface.  I was
really rolling on a self-induced "pity party"...and got carried away.  At least the family here was kind
enough to give me a good bitch slappin' to bring me back to my senses.

I'm sitting (or is it 'setting') here, waiting for the aspirin to kick in (2 wisdom teeth pulled this
morning...still hurts like hell!)...and thought I'd reply to a few statements.  

On Winterhawks advice, I downloaded "GIMP"...but have yet found the nerve to work with it...I'm
guessing I'm Admiral Tuna, the big, yellow, Chicken of the Sea. One of these days I will...then, I
guess I can criticize others' art.  Most (93%) of the stuff here is better than I ever expect to be...just
can't figure out this fasination we all seem to have with...well, 'well-endowed' females (I'm a leg man
myself) As for the "Wonder Woman" Thread...Hey, SOMEONE'S gotta be the 'Devil's Advocate' for
it...right? 
  

As for donating...lemme see if I can remember what I was told.  If not, I'll try and work out something
with PayPal.  But, this site needs to stay open. (DragonDack needs a place to hang out
 ) 

Patty is Patricia Louise...NOT Patrick!  I hang out at the Drag Bar because Debbie's brother performs
there...and I get in free.  And, I got Internet Explorer fixed.  Just re-loaded Windows XP.

OK...it's time for doing laundry...and changing the cat's box.  Angain, Sorry about the rant...I guess I
really needed this: 

 to get me outta the doldrums.

Wolf, aka Charlie.

...oh, yes: Jack Black for Steve Trevor...and Mary Hart ('Entertainment Tonight') for Vunder Broad! 
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